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discourses with fitting enthusiasm on the horses of the
Princess of Wales. Then there is an "Interview with
Blondin," by Mr. W. B. Robertson, and an article on " The
Pirate in Fact and Fiction," by Mr. Clark Russell, which
makes the flesh creep delightfully. There is a wealth of illus-
trations, for the most part very well executed.

DIARIES.
Messrs. John Walker sends samples of their Back Loop

Pocket Diaryfor 1897. Both in binding and in general clear-
ness of arrangements and neatness and portability this form
of diary is highly to be commended. Among those most
available for pocket use we may mention No. 4 diary, size of
leaf 5`1 by 39- in., bindingNo. I84, in morocco ; No. 7 diary, bind-
ing No. 177, not less attractive bat somewhat smaller in size;
and No. i diary, binding No. 6x, a waistcoat pocket diary,
of which the price is only 6d., which is perfect in all its
details. There are many other forms, of which a list can be
obtained.
Messrs. Oppenheimer's Visiting Lzst and Diary for 1897 is

convenient and well got up, but gives too much space to what
are called pharmacological synopses, largely an advertisement
for their own excellent goods.
Messrs. Hazell, Watson, and Viney send a copy of Smith's

well-known Visiting List, which is now in its fifty-first
year.

CARDS.
The Artistic Lithographic Company of London send us ex-

amples of their incredible variety of Christmas and New Year
cards, including booklets, pocket calenda-s, cards for private
greetings, and other varieties of this kind of seasonable
literature, displaying most remarkable ingenuity and great
artistic merit. All grades of requirement and every purse is
.considered and provided for. Their guinea packet is a
treasure of gift cards for the season.
Messrs. Raphael Tuck and Sons have a well-established

reputation to maintain, which they have this year surpassed.
The Christmas and New Year cards, calendars, booklets, toy
books, texts, and art novelties which they have introduced
for the season of 1896 97 include a range of artistic novelties
whiich testify to the unceasing effort to apply art in most
varied and novel forms to this growing department of
ephemeral literature. Those who desire series or collections
should write for their illustrated catalogue, which will give
an almost unlimited choice at prices ranging from the nimble
penny to more costly and ambitious efforts at much higher
prices.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES
AND

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS
IN MEDICINE, SURGERY, DIETETICS, AND THE

ALLIED SCIENCES.

A PLUG.
WE have received a specimen of a
plug which has been made by Messrs.

_ 1 Down Brothers at the suggestion of
Mr. Charles J. Sells, of Guildford,
and which he has found most useful (i)

8 in using it with the coudg catheter,
as one is enabled by it to see the exact
position of the distant end; (2) in usiDg

J J the ordinary india-rubber catheter, as it
2 > ~avoids any chance of wetting the patient,

which happens if there id any resist-
ance, as iu the advanced stage of generalparalysis.

A BINAURAL VESICAL SOUND.
DR. ALEXANDER DUKE (Cheltenham) writes: The instruiment described
under this lheading is not new. On referring to Neale's valuable
Medical Digest, page 488, Section (iv), No. 1507, Tube to Ear, Lithophone.
Davidson appears, reference to Lancet, 3882, p. 107k. I also remember
reading in an old volume of Braithwaite's Retrospect a description of
bladder sound connected with rubber tube to convey sound of striking
calculus in bladder to the ear. lt would be well if Neale's Medical
Digest were better known.

SOME- GYNIECOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
Self-retaining Glass Retractors.-Dr. Macnaughton Jones

writes that the advantage of a thoroughly aseptic glass retrac-
tor which will lie flat on an abdominal wall, and can be
retained in position by a strap, is obvious. After consider-
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able trouble Messrs. Arnold have succeeded in making for
Iiim glass retractors withi apparently smooth pothook ends.
They are curved so as to lie on the abdominal parietes. They

Fig. 2.

are of different sizes, and include any thickness of abdominal
wall. Fig. i.- shows the retractor and strap; and Fig. 2 shows,
the retractor applied to the abdominal wound.io.D.Me
A Combined Uterine and Extra-uterine Repositr-D.mac-e

naughton Jones also sends a description of a new combihone
uterine and extrauterine repositor. This instrument, ashw

Fig. 3.
in Fig. 3, consists of an ivory-cupped end to rest against the
uterine fundus, a shaft of silver, and an aluminium handle,
roughened and grooved to take a thin roll of moistened cotton
wool, with a notch at the end to which a roll of wool can be
fastened. This elevator can be used in.the.genu-pectoral posi-
tion, with the left hand to raise the fundus, where the finger~
of the right hand acts on the cervix in front, and in cabes
where the uterus has been raised and replaced it can be maini-
tained in position by it while the pouch of Douglas is tam-
oned. In a case of retroversion in pregnancy the handle can
e uFsed as an elevator, with its aseptic covering of wool,

througeh the rectum. t makes at the same time a very
elegant sound through a screw connection, which the ivory
incupcan be replaced by.


